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We show that density-dependent velocity saturation in a GaN high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) can be related to the stimulated emission of
longitudinal optical (LO) phonons. As the drift velocity of electrons increases, the drift of the Fermi distribution in reciprocal space results in
population inversion and gain for the LO phonons. Once this gain reaches a threshold value, the avalanche-like increase in LO phonon emission
causes a rapid loss of electron energy and momentum and leads to drift velocity saturation. Our simple model correctly predicts both the general
trend of decreasing saturation velocity with increasing electron density, and the measured experimental values of saturation.
© 2016 The Japan Society of Applied Physics

igh electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) based on
GaN and other group III nitrides are among the most
promising devices for high power ampliﬁcation in
the RF region, extending all the way to hundreds of GHz.1–4)
GaN is a wide bandgap material with insigniﬁcant nonparabolicity and a satellite valley that is removed from the
conduction band edge by as much as 1.4 eV. Hence, neither
non-parabolicity nor inter-valley transfer can cause velocity
saturation (VS). GaN is also a polar material with strong
coupling between longitudinal optical (LO) phonons and
electrons. It is expected that once the kinetic energy mc v2d =2
of the electrons moving with drift velocity vd approaches the
energy ħωLO ≈ 92 meV of the optical phonon, LO phonon
emission should cause saturation of the velocity near vmax ≈
4 × 107 cm=s, which is larger than the saturation velocities in
narrow bandgap III–V semiconductors.5) However, experimental data indicate that velocity saturates at lower values, in
particular when the carrier concentration is high.1–4) Recently
we carried out a rigorous experimental study of VS in a
GaN channel as a function of carrier concentration,6) and
found that saturation velocity vsat steadily decreases from
about 1.9 × 107 cm=s to less than 1.0 × 107 cm=s as the sheet
density ns of carriers in the channel increases from 0.8 ×
1012 cm−2 to about 8.0 × 1012 cm−2. High power operation of
a HEMT requires a high carrier density; hence, it is critical
to understand the origin of the density dependence of VS
and, based on the knowledge gained, develop means of
mitigating the factors that cause the saturation velocity to
plunge at high carrier densities.
In the course of the last decade, consensus has been that
VS in III–nitrides is caused by hot LO phonons, which are
generated by electron–phonon scattering and remain in the
channel due to their low velocity and relatively long lifetime
τp.7–11) The latter can be as long as a few picoseconds12,13)
because the energy of an LO phonon is so high that it cannot
eﬃciently decay into two acoustic phonons,14) and instead
less eﬃciently decays into a combination of transverse
optical (TO) and acoustic phonons.15) It should be noted that
indirect measurement of LO phonon lifetime using antiStokes Raman16) and microwave noise17,18) measurements
indicated the reduction of τp with increasing electron density
ns, but that in Ref. 19 we have shown that at high ns, LO
phonons only get scattered away from the center of the
Brillouin zone (BZ), while still remaining in the channel for a
few picoseconds. While hot phonons are recognized as the

H

source of VS in III–nitrides, the nature of the exact mechanism causing the saturation remains unsettled. In general,
since electrons are in thermal equilibrium with phonons, as
the occupation numbers of the LO phonons nLO increase, so
does the electron temperature Te and momentum scattering
1
rate 1
m  ð2nLO þ 1Þ, while the energy relaxation rate E
stays roughly the same, which causes gradual VS. Obviously,
nLO increases roughly proportionally to the 3D density of
carriers ne; hence, as shown in Ref. 8, the saturation velocity
should decrease as roughly vsat  n1=2
. The measurements
e
performed in Ref. 6 agree qualitatively with the theory
developed in Ref. 8, but cannot be approximated by the
simple power dependence over the entire range of electron
densities. Furthermore, this theory8) predicts a rather gradual,
“soft” velocity vs ﬁeld dependence, rather than the hard
clamping of velocity observed experimentally. One way to
determine the saturation velocity would be to perform full
Monte-Carlo simulations,20) which are time consuming,
depend on a large number of input parameters, and often
do not reveal the clear physical picture behind the observed
eﬀects. Thus, a simple model capable of providing a realistic
estimate of saturation velocity and its dependence on carrier
density would be a welcome addition to the existing means of
predicting the performance of III–nitride devices. In this letter
we propose such a model, in which VS occurs when the
probability of stimulated emission of LO phonons exceeds a
certain threshold value determined by the LO phonon lifetime. Using this model and a very limited number of device=
material parameters, we succeed in predicting values of
vsat(ns) that are very close to the experimental data obtained
in Ref. 6. The “clamping” of the drift velocity above the
threshold is strikingly similar to the clamping of population
inversion in lasers; hence one may refer to the mechanism
responsible for VS as “phonon lasing”.21,22)
In prior work,7,8) momentum and energy relaxation rates
have been estimated under the assumption that the equilibrium
distribution of electrons in the conduction band is described
by the Fermi–Dirac (FD) function f0(k) = {exp[(k2 − μ)=Te] +
1}−1, shown in Fig. 1(a), where all the variables have been
normalized as follows: energies including chemical potential
μ to LO phonon energy ħωLO, electron temperature Te to
T0 = ħωLO=kB = 1060 K, and the wavevector k to q0 =
(2m0ωLO=ħ)1=2 = 0.68 nm−1. If one now considers the scattering of LO phonons between the state k1 with energy E1 and
state k2 with energy E2 = E1 − ħωLO, the net probability of
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as shown in Fig. 1(b) is a valid approximation. For small vd
the stimulated emission term remains negative, but for larger
values [as shown in Fig. 1(b)] and suﬃciently large phonon
wavevectors the condition f (k1) > f (k2) can be reached. This
condition can, of course, be described as population inversion
between the two states, and once it is met for a large number
of pairs of states k, k − q, the total stimulated emission rate for
the population of LO phonons
X
Rq;st ¼ 2
2ħ1 M2k;kq ðEk  Ekq  1Þ=ħ!LO
k

 ½ f ðkÞ  f ðk  qÞnq ¼ Gq nq

ð2Þ

becomes positive, indicating that the phonons experience
gain Gq > 0. The LO phonons whose q-vector is parallel to vd
will experience the largest population inversion. For these
phonons, choosing the polar axis along vd and introducing
the shifted wavevector k0 ¼ k  vd allows one to re-write
the delta function in Eq. (2) as
ðcos   ðk0min þ vd Þ=ðk0 þ vd ÞÞ=ðk0 þ vd Þq;
where θ is the polar angle of kA and k0min ¼ 1=2ðq þ q1 Þ  vd .
Going from summation to integration
we then obtain for
R1
the temporal gain Gq ¼ G0 q3 kmin ð fk  fkq Þðk2 =k þ vd Þ dk,
where we introduce G0 ¼ e2 q0 =4"0 ħ ¼ 0 ð"0 ="0 Þq0 c = ¼
1:2  1014 s−1 and have dropped the prime symbol in the
integral. In the new notation, fk ¼ fexp½ðk2  Þ=Te  þ 1g1
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Fig. 1. Electron distribution in the BZ using the standard (a) and drifted
(b) FD functions, which results in absorption (a) or gain (b) for LO phonons.
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emitting an LO phonon with wavevector q = k1 − k2 can be
written as R12 = 2πħ−1M 2(Rsp + Rstim), where Rsp = f0(k1)[1 −
f0(k2)] is the spontaneous emission term, Rst = [ f0(k1) −
f0(k2)]nq is the stimulated emission term, nq is the occupation
number of the LO phonons, M = q−1(e2ħ2=εA4mcV )1=2 is
the matrix element of electron–phonon interaction, 1="0 ¼
1="1  1=", and ε, "1 are values of static and infrared
dielectric permittivity respectively. Since state 1 has higher
energy than state 2, f0(k1) < f0(k2) and phonon absorption
dominates phonon emission. However, using the equilibrium
distribution centered at k = 0 to describe the parameters of an
electron gas moving with an average drift velocity vd cannot
be a good ﬁt with reality, especially when the value of vd
becomes comparable to the Fermi velocity. Therefore it is
more prudent to use a drifted FD distribution that is shifted in
k-space by kd  vd , where the drift velocity is normalized to
the value vmax ¼ ħq0 =mc ¼ 4  107 cm=s deﬁned above. The
drifted FD distribution is valid as long as the carrier–carrier
scattering time τe–e is as short as the LO phonon scattering
time. For carrier concentrations of 5 × 1018 cm−3 one can
estimate τe–e < 10 fs, and hence the drifted FD distribution
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Fig. 2. Wave vector dependence of the LO phonon gain Gq for two different electron densities, (a) Ne = 5 × 1018 cm−3 and (b) Ne = 5 × 1018 cm−3.

and fkq ¼ ðexpf½k2 þ q2  2kqðkmin þ vd Þ=ðk þ vd Þ  =
Te g þ 1Þ1 ; hence the population inversion condition fk > fk−q
is 1=2ðq þ q1 Þ  vd < k < q2 vd , indicating that it can occur
only when q > 1=2vd. Thus, it is expected that for small vd,
only large momentum LO phonons can experience gain, and
this gain is small; however, as vd increases, the gain spectrum
spreads towards smaller q values and the gain value increases.
The gain obviously increases with ne, as the relation between
the chemical potential μ and ne (normalized to the density
of electrons with a Fermi wavevector equal to q0, n0 ¼
1=32 q30 ¼ 1:1  1019 cm−3) is
Z
ne ¼ 3 fexp½ðk 2  Þ=Te  þ 1g1 k 2 dk:
The results from calculating Gq for two diﬀerent threedimensional (3D) densities of electrons Ne = 5 × 1018 cm−3
(ne = 0.45) and Ne = 3 × 1019 cm−3 (ne = 2.7) are shown in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. In both cases the gain, which
is conﬁned to the relatively narrow region of phonon wavevectors, becomes noticeable at velocities approaching 2 × 106
cm=s (vd ∼ 0.2 relative to vmax). As vd increases, both the width
and peak value of the gain increase rapidly, as the peak slowly
shifts towards smaller q values. The gain increases faster with
higher ne, as can be seen in Fig. 3, where peak phonon gain is
plotted as a function of vd for four diﬀerent ne for an assumed
Te of 1030 K. Electrically driven phonon gain was previously
predicted in GaAs-based QW’s,23–25) but in GaN, electron–
phonon coupling M 2 is almost an order of magnitude higher
and the phonon lifetime is longer, hence the chances of
observing stimulated LO emission are greatly enhanced.
The rate equation for the phonons can be written as
nq  n q
dnq
¼ Gq nq þ Sq 
dt
p

ð3Þ

where n q is the equilibrium phonon occupational number
at a given lattice temperature, and the rate of spontaneous
emission is
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Clearly, when the peak gain in Eq. (3) approaches its
threshold value 1
p , the number of LO phonons starts
increasing exponentially. Therefore, as the bias increases all
of the additional power transferred from the ﬁeld to the
electrons will then be very eﬃciently transferred to the LO
phonons via a stimulated emission process, and the drift
velocity will be clamped at the threshold value exactly as
the population inversion in the laser is clamped at the
threshold;26) hence as the term “phonon lasing”.21,22) The
major diﬀerence from an optical laser in this case is of course
the absence of a resonant cavity providing feedback and
selecting a single resonant mode. Feedback is absolutely not
necessary, however, since LO phonons have small group
velocities (even when coupled with plasmons). Furthermore,
many lasers are known to operate without a resonator.27) The
mode selection is achieved by the sharp spectrum of the gain
itself, and the spatial spectrum of the emitted phonons
narrows, once again resembling the behavior of photons in
the laser. Whether it is more correct to call the process
“lasing” or “ampliﬁed spontaneous emission” is an interesting question from the fundamental physics point of view,
but it is not directly relevant to this work in which, far
from playing a constructive role, the “phonon lasing” acts as
a “spoiler ” that limits drift velocity and hence negatively
aﬀects both the speed and transconductance of HEMTs. If
one is to avoid any reference to “lasing”, perhaps the term
“phonon avalanche” would be the most appropriate.
If we now plot the line corresponding to the threshold gain
in Figs. 2 and 3, we can ﬁnd the values of vsat for diﬀerent
Ne’s. The value of the peak gain curve in Fig. 3 increases
with carrier density. Therefore, the saturation velocity
exhibits a strong dependence on electron density (as well
as on phonon lifetime), but at very high densities (in excess
of 2 × 1019 cm−3) the drift velocity is expected to saturate at
around 107 cm=s under a wide range of conditions. This can
be best seen in Fig. 4(a), where the density dependence of vsat
is compared with the experimental values obtained in Ref. 6.
Since our model is 3D, the values of Ne were obtained from
the measured sheet density Ns via a self-consistent solution of
the Poisson and Schrödinger equations. Thus, our simple
model achieves good agreement with the experiment, using
only a single adjustable parameter (Te ∼ 1000 K). We have
also performed modeling using a two-dimensional electron

1

2

3
4
5
6
Electron density (×1012 cm-2 )

7

8

Fig. 4. Saturation velocity in a GaN HEMT as a function of electron
density. (a) 3D model. (b) 2D model. Red dots represent experimental data
from Ref. 6.

gas (2DEG) in the channel. Since the phonons are 3D, we
required the eﬀective channel thickness deﬀ to determine the
volume in which the phonons interacting with the electrons
are contained; this was also done via self-consistent solutions
to the Poisson and Schrödinger equations. The derivation of
the expression for the gain is similar to the one outlined
above for the 3D case, and results in
Z1
1
Gq ¼ 2G0 3
ð fk  fkq Þ
q deff kmin
k
 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ dk;
ð4Þ
2
ðk þ vd Þ  ðkmin þ vd Þ2
where deﬀ is scaled by q0. The results of the calculation are
shown in Fig. 4(b) and reproduce the experimental data
reasonably well, though not as well as with 3D modeling. This
may be due to the fact that the 2D calculations do not take into
account the exact shape of the electron wavefunction.
Having shown that the newly introduced “phonon lasing”
model predicts the concentration dependence of vsat with
a good accuracy, we now explore the dynamics of phonons
and carriers at diﬀerent electric ﬁelds without resorting to
the complexity of full Monte-Carlo simulations. This can be
accomplished by solving the balance equations
Z
dEk
¼ Fvd  ð3=8nr Þ ½nq ðTe Þ  n q d3 q
dt
¼0
Z
dvd
¼ F=2  ð3=8nr Þ ½nq ðTe Þ  n q qx d3 q  1
LF vd
dt
¼0
ð5Þ
where the kinetic energy Ek is normalized to ħωLO, time to τp,
the electric ﬁeld F to F0 ¼ ħq0 =2ep ¼ 1:2  105 V=m, and
the low ﬁeld mobility (which includes all the scattering
mechanisms other than LO phonons) μLF to 0 ¼ ep =mc ¼
2:3  105 cm2 V−1 s−1. With the temperature-dependent nq
obtained from Eq. (3), for each value of vd, a pair of F and
Te satisfying Eq. (5) can be obtained, resulting in the VS
curves shown in Fig. 5(a) for the same carrier densities as in
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existence in the small BZ region is via second order antiStokes Raman measurements of the operating HEMT. These
experiments are far from trivial, but are within the realm of
possibility.30) We see no practical applications of these hot
phonons as of yet, unless the decay of stationary LO phonons
can generate directional acoustic THz phonons; this should
be investigated in the future. The main practical consequence
of this work is the identiﬁcation of the “lasing-like” stimulated emission of LO phonons as a major factor causing
VS in GaN HEMTs. Controlling, or better, preventing the
“phonon lasing” by introducing additional LO phonon
scattering mechanisms, such as disorder,31) may lead to
improvements in the performance of III–nitride HEMTs.
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Fig. 2. The lattice temperature of 350 K and the low-ﬁeld
mobility of 1000 cm2 V−1 s−1 is assumed, and the results
conform both to the estimates of vsat made above [Fig. 4(a)]
and with the experiments in Ref. 6. To illustrate the
role played by the stimulated emission of LO phonons, ﬁve
“snapshots” of LO phonon distribution in the BZ at diﬀerent
drift velocities [as indicated in Fig. 5(a)] are displayed in
Fig. 5(b). The values of nq vs qx are plotted in Fig. 5(c). As
one can see, for small values of vd the phonon distribution is
spread out, but as vd increases, a narrow peak appears on the
qx axis in which the nq grows exponentially and vd saturates.
Our simple model does not predict exactly what happens
beyond the saturation point. This is no diﬀerent from the fact
that the behavior of a silicon FET beyond pinch-oﬀ requires a
more involved description than a textbook FET model.28) Still,
our model faithfully predicts the behavior of GaN HEMTs up
to the point where the stimulated emission of LO phonons
inside a narrow volume region in reciprocal space becomes
the dominant relaxation process. At this point, the carrier
14 −1
scattering rate 1
is no longer fast enough to
ee  10 s
replenish the population of forward propagating electrons;
hence the carrier distribution is no longer in equilibrium. This
is strikingly similar to the “spectral hole burning”29) phenomenon which occurs in lasers. As a result, the distribution of
LO phonons [Fig. 5(b)] is expected to broaden, and the drift
velocity is expected to continue to increase slowly, as indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 5(a).6) Note that the
moderately small discrepancy between our results and the
measurements in Ref. 6 can be attributed to the fact that a
uniform ﬁeld distribution along the channel has been assumed.
While this assumption is realistic in the absence of the equipotential surface from the gate, further detailed investigation is
required to make sure that this assumption is correct.
We consider the feasibility of an experimental conﬁrmation of “phonon lasing” that is more direct than reproduction
of the VS curve. The best means for revealing LO phonon
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